
 

 

English Department 

Year 10: End of Year Exams 

For your end of year (EOY) exams, you will be assessed on your Year 10 course to 

date. 

As a recap, the content / texts we have covered are: 

 A Christmas Carol, Charles Dickens 

 Anthology Poetry, Power and Conflict 

 An Inspector Calls, J B Priestley 

 Language Paper 1: Explorations in creative reading and writing 

 Romeo and Juliet, Shakespeare 

You will be tested on most these in your end of year exams (not Romeo + Juliet, as 

we have not finished it). Your exams look like this: 

 Paper 1 – 2 hr 15 mins Paper 2 - 1 hr 45 mins 

Date Friday 12th July   Tuesday 16th July  

Section A 
 

Literature: Priestley’s An 
Inspector Calls  
 
Answer one question from a 
choice of two (character OR 
theme)  
 
 
45 mins 

Language: Fiction Reading  
 
4 reading questions based on one 
source:  

 Information retrieval  

 Language analysis  
 Structure analysis  
 Evaluation  

1hr  

Section B 

 
Literature: Dickens’ A 
Christmas Carol 
 
Extract question  
 
Comment on extract and link to 
wider novel as well 
 
45 mins  
 

Language: Creative Writing 
 
Describe or narrate 
 
Describe the picture  
OR 
Write a story using the given 
opening 
45 mins  

Section C  

Literature: Poetry 
Anthology  
 
You are given one poem and 
you choose another to compare 
with it  
 
45 mins  

No section C in this paper 



 

 

Guidance for revision:  

An Inspector Calls  

Revise all the characters and major themes - Try to learn about 3 quotes per 

character  

Remind yourself of plot, context and Priestley’s ideas  

Hint: Know the older ones very well!  

 

A Christmas Carol  

Revise all the characters and major themes - Try to learn about 3 quotes per 

character  

Remind yourself of plot, context and Dickens’ ideas  

Hint: Know the key themes of poverty and social class very well!  

 

Poetry  

There are 15 poems in the anthology, but we are only asking you to revise 5 of 

them. They are:  

 Bayonet Charge 

 Charge of the Light Brigade  

 Exposure  

 Remains  

 War Photographer  

 

Resources:  

 The books!  

 Revision guides (CGP ones are good)  

 BBC Bitesize  

 GCSEpod  

 Schmoop  

 Seneca  

 Mr Bruff’s You Tube videos  

 


